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Abstract 
 In this paper we investigate, by using an adaptive Artificial Neural Network (ANN), 
in order to find a suitable model for sizing Stand-Alone Photovoltaic (SAPV) systems, 
based on a minimum of input data. This model combines Radial Basis Function (RBF) 
network and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter in order to accelerate the convergence 
of the network. For the sizing of a photovoltaic (PV) system, we need to determine the 
optimal sizing coefficients (KPV, KB). These coefficients allow us to determine the 
number of solar panels and storage batteries necessary to satisfy a given consumption, 
especially in isolated sites where the global solar radiation data is not always available 
and which are considered the most important parameters for sizing a PV system. 
Obtained results by classical models (analytical, numerical, analytical-numerical, B-
spline function) and new models like feed-forward (MLP), radial basis function  (RBF), 
MLP-IIR and RBF-IIR have been compared with experimental sizing coefficients in 
order to illustrate the accuracy of the results of the new developed model. This model has 
been trained by using 200 known optimal sizing coefficients corresponding to 200 
locations in Algeria.  
 In this way, the adaptive model was trained to accept and even handle a number of 
unusual cases, the unknown validation sizing coefficients set produced very set accurate 
estimation and a correlation coefficient of 98% was obtained between the calculated and 
that estimated by the RBF-IIR model. This result indicates that the proposed method can 
be successfully used for the estimation of optimal sizing coefficients of SAPV systems for 
any locations in Algeria, but the methodology can be generalized using different locations 























ai   the IIR filter coefficients 
bj  the recursive filter coefficients               
ANN   artificial neural network 
APV  PV array area (m²) 
Bk(t)  B-spline function  
CA, CS  sizing coefficients 
CAOP, CSOP  optimal sizing coefficients for numerical model 
CU  useful accumulator capacity (Wh) 
E  energy function 
EAUX  auxiliary generator (Wh/day)  
f, f1, f2       sizing parameters for  the analytical-numerical model   
Fs1, Fs2 arbitrary factors 
Gi  energy of linear inflection 
h  hidden layer 
H  solar radiation data (Wh/m²/day) 
IIR  infinite impulse response filter 
KPV, KB  optimal sizing coefficients for developed model  
L       average daily energy consumption (Wh/day) 
LLP  loss of load probability 
LMS  linear mean square  
mij   vector average of the hidden neurons i  
M                    number of feed-forward delays  
MLP  multi-layer perceptrons 
MTM  Markov transition matrices  
Nf   the number of feedback 
Nj  the number of days  
Nk,k  basis elements of B-spline function 
PV   photovoltaic 
RBF  radial basis function 
SAPV  stand-alone photovoltaic 
SOC  state of charge 
u  the input coefficient to the neural network model 
r, r1, r2      sizing parameters for the analytical-numerical model   
v   the co-input coefficient to the neural network model 
wi  the synaptic weight  
y1, y2  the output parameters for developed model  
γm  the free parameter of analytic model 
α1, α2, β, λi   B-spline function coefficients 
ηPV  PV array efficiency 
σ2  the variance from the hidden neuron 
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1. Introduction 
    Photovoltaic (PV) applications may offer a promising alternative especially in remote 
areas as isolated small power generation for essential electric power. All around the 
world there is a number of small isolated communities, like saharian sites in Algeria and 
rural villages without access to a large electricity grid. Furthermore, in many places due 
to the remoteness and due to the cost, it is unlikely that main grid connection will be ever 
established. However, the need for power still exists. Power systems which can generate 
and supply electricity to such remote locations are variously termed “decentralized, 
autonomous or stand-alone”. The technology for power production from renewable 
energy sources are available and reliable so the penetration of the technology depends 
mainly on the economic feasibility and a proper sizing of the components in order to 
avoid outages as well as ensuring quality and continuity of supply. Several models have 
been developed, simulating and sizing PV systems using different operation strategies. 
Less attention has been given to the simulation of more complex hybrid energy systems 
incorporating a wider range of components. 
The estimation of SAPV system sizing (number of solar cell panels and the size of 
the storage battery) is very useful to conceive an optimal and economic SAPV system. 
Several studies have been conducted and were interested in the performance of PV 
systems.  
For instance, Evans et al [1] described a method to consider the monthly average output 
of PV fields; Gupta and Young [2] estimated the excess of energy provided by PV 
generators using the utilisability method developed by Liu and Jordan [3].  Siegel et al. 
[4] evaluated the monthly average output, the excess of energy and the storage of the 
batteries.  The excess of energy provided by PV systems for an installation having a 
constant load was also evaluated by Klein [5], Clark et al.[6] using the average 
utilisability function.  All these methods are based on the energy balance of the systems 
studied to determine their storage capacity and their outputs. Other recent methods 
estimate the performance of PV systems while being based on the Loss of Load 
Probability (LLP) technique, defined as the ratio between the energy deficit and the 








LLP                                                                     (1) 
 
Thus analytical and numerical methods presenting various algorithms for calculation of 
the LLP were published in the literature. Among the analytical methods, we can mention 
those developed by Macomber  et al. [8]. Barra et al. [9], Bucciareli [10, 11] and  Bartoli 
et al. [12].  These analytical methods are simple to apply but they are not general.  On the 
other hand, the numerical methods presented by  Graham et al. [13], Aguiar et al. [14] 
and  Egido and Lorenzo [15], use more complex methods which allow the improvement 
of  the precision of calculation of LLP according to the dimension of the PV-array area 
and the storage capacity [16, 17].   
      Virtually, all these methods allow us the estimation of the PV system sizing for a 
given site, and therefore requires the availability of several parameters such as global 
solar irradiation data, latitude, longitude, the load, the characteristics of the PV system 
and the inclination of the panels and, unfortunately, an important computing time for the 
estimation of the pair (CA, CS) for the PV system. The global solar radiation data is 
considered the most important parameter for an optimal sizing (KPV, KB) of the PV 
system, indeed these data are not always available over all areas, specially in isolated 
sites (remote area, rural zone), these methods are not suitable for the sizing of the PV 
systems in these sites.   In fact, the aim of this study is to present a new technique for the 
estimation and the modeling of the optimal sizing coefficients particularly in isolated 
sites. We also investigate the suitability of an adaptive RBF network with IIR filter as a 
tool for the estimation of the optimal sizing coefficient for SAPV systems in order to 
improve the results obtained in [18, 19]. These coefficients allow the users of SAPV 
systems to determine the PV-array area and the storage capacity of the batteries 
necessary to satisfy a given consumption. The trained network could then be used as a 
designed tool for estimating the performance of PV systems. 
     The next section presents a description of SAPV systems, sizing database of optimal 
sizing coefficients for SAPV systems used in this simulation study and also present 
different classical models. Section 3 describes an adaptive neural network algorithm 
implementation. The developed model has been presented in section 4. Section 5 presents 
a comparison study between classical models and different structures of neural network, 
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also an experimental validation has been presented in this section. An example of PV 
systems sizing in isolated sites has been presented in the final section.  
2. Sizing of Stand-Alone Photovoltaic System 
2.1 Description and sizing of PV system 
The size of a SAPV system (Fig.1) is a general concept which includes the sizing of 
PV-array and the accumulators.  A useful definition of such dimensions relates to the 
load: in daily basis, the PV-array capacity, (CA) is defined as the ratio between average 
PV array energy production and the average load energy demand. The storage capacity, 
(CS) is defined as the maximum energy that can be taken out from accumulator divided 





η=   and    
L
C
C US =                                                                   (2) 
where APV is the PV array area, ηPV is the PV array efficiency, H is the average daily 
irradiation on the PV array, L is the average daily energy consumption, CS is the storage 
capacity and CU is the useful accumulator capacity. Note that CA depends on the 
meteorological conditions of the location. That means that the same PV array for the 
same load can be ‘large’ in one site and ‘small’ in another site with lower solar radiation. 
      The task of sizing a SAPV system consists of finding the better trade-off between 
cost and reliability. Very often, the reliability is a priori requirement from the user, and 
the PV engineer problem is formulated as follows: which pair of CA and CS values leads 
to a given LLP value at the minimum cost [15]? 
Empirical models 
     The relation between CA, CS and LLP is exclusively committed to the intuition of the 
PV sizing. The PV-array dimension is calculated to ensure that the generation during the 
worst month period exceeds the consumption by a security factor directly established by 
the PV seizer according to the type of application and his own experience. A similar 
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procedure is used to estimate the battery size. To resume, CA= Fs1 and CS= Fs2, where 
Fs1 and Fs2 are arbitrary factors [15]. 
Numerical models 
    These methods allow the direct calculation of the (CA, CS) pair, and in general require 
simulations of long series of meteorological data in order to obtain the iso-satisfaction 
curve. The numerical methods suppose that any system is fed by an auxiliary source 
when the system is missing, the procedure for this method is presented in [20]. Then, the 





HASOCSOC η+= −                                                                   (3) 
The auxiliary generator is managed in such a way that, at the end of the day j it fulfils the 
battery if the stored energy is lower than the load requirements. Then, 
01 =⇒≥ − JAUXSj ECSCC                                                                      (4) 
S
jJAUXSj C
LSOCECSCC )1(1 −=⇒≤ −         and      SOCJ =1                            (5) 
where JAUXE  is the energy supplied by the auxiliary generator in the day j. If the 
simulation is carried out over a large number of days, N, in order to be statistically 








== 1                                                                                 (6)  
Analytical models 
    The analytical approaches such as those of Macomber et al. [9] and Bartoli et al. [12] 
are based on the assumption that the daily solar irradiation is an uncorrelated Gaussian 
variable having a mean of H and a variance σ. Both parameters are used as inputs to the 
model.  The main disadvantage of this method is that the use of the error function with an 
iterative process requires a very long computing time. According to Barra et al. [8] the 
fraction for the energy load converted by the PV system is expressed as:  
L
E
Y AUX−= 1                                          (7) 
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And they assume that as the monthly average, Ym, relates with the size of the PV system 
through the formula 
(CA -Ym )(1-Ym)=γm                                  (8) 
where γm  is the free parameter. This equation represents a hyperbola whose asymptotes 
are the straight lines 
Ym= CA   and  Ym=1                            (9) 
      In fact, this represents very logical limit conditions. The first means that, for small 
size PV systems, all the energy produced by the PV array is transferred to the load. The 
second comes from the consideration that, for very large field areas, the energy supplied 
by the array is always able to satisfy the load. 
      Bucciarelli et al. [10, 11] presents a model for the LLP derived by approximating the 
probability density function of the difference between the daily PV array output and the 
load with two events and by assuming that the daily storage charge/discharge process can 
be represented as a one-step Markov process.  
Analytic-numeric model 
A more recent study combining at the same time the analytical and numerical 
methods for the calculation of the LLP gave good results [15]; this combination gives a 
hybrid method.  The relation binding the capacity of PV generator to the capacity of 
storage is given by the following expression: 
r
SA CfC
−=                                                                            (10) 
where, f and r are the parameters which depend on the LLP by a simple regression of the 
type: 
)(21 LLPLogfff +=      and    ).exp( 21 LLPrrr +=                                     (11) 
where f1, r1, f2 and r2  are the sizing parameters of PV systems. 
 
 B-Spline function model 









































k                                      (12) 
Here the basis elements Nj,k(t),  0≤ t≤ 1, are obtained recursively by the following 
algorithm [21]: 
Algorithm  
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Thus, Bk(t) is piece-wise polynomial of degree k with integer knot points and is k-1 times 
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For the sake of reference, B-splines of up degree are plotted in Fig. 2. 
 
The principle of this model consists on establishing a spatial interpolation using B-
spline function [22, 23], which makes it possible to draw up sizing PV systems maps  
based on optimal sizing coefficient (CAOP, CSOP) determined for 60 sites over Algeria and 
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geographical coordinates corresponding to these sites. In our case, we used as a tool the 
B-spline function with 2-Degree modeling. 
That is to say, a whole of the points Pi of coordinated (xi) there i pertaining to the 
whole of realities, one associates to each point Pi a value Gi  the energy of linear 
inflection of a flexible thin section which one forces to pass by the points of cordons (xi) , 
Gi  out of R3  is given by [24]:   
∫ ∫ ∆=
R R
dxdyGGE 2)()(                                                    (16) 
     The principle of the B-spline with two degrees consists in seeking among the 
functions G, which take the values Gi in points Pi and minimizing the relation (11).  









),(),(                                                      (17) 
where ki, λi, α1, α2  and β are the coefficients to be determined.  The solution of this 
equation leads to the determination of the function S(x, y).  This makes it possible to 
estimate the parameter Gi with the point xi 
This choice of B-spline function was motivated by the following reasons:   
a) The aptitude of the B-spline function to describe complex variations  
b)  Few data at our disposition 
c) Inhomogeneous concentration of these data  
Used vectors for interpolation in this study are: the altitude, longitude and the sizing 
coefficient (CAOP, CSOP), each vector contains 60 values. The interpolation zone consists 
of a rectangle of 18° 5 ' with 37° 5 ‘ of latitude and -9° with 12° 3 ' of longitude, for 
example Fig.3 shows the sizing map for Algeria.  
2.2. Constructed database of optimal sizing coefficient for SAPV system sizing 
     The sizing of the SAPV systems requires the knowledge of one of the components of 
solar radiation known as daily global irradiation measured by meteorological stations.  
Unfortunately, these data are available only for few weather stations over Algeria.  
Therefore, data were collected from a measurement system using a network 
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configuration [25], also from sunshine duration and temperature using an RBF network 
model [26] and the Markov Transition Matrices (MTM) approach [14]. As an example, 
the daily global irradiation for some sites is represented in Fig. 4. 
We calculate the various pair (CA, CS) corresponding to 200 sites, using a numerical 
model [15]. Figure 5 presents the iso- reliability curves for some sites. Next, we calculate 




PV η=   
and SOPB CK = . The coefficients CAOP and CSOP are the optimal pair. The obtained 
optimal sizing coefficient for some sites is given in Table 2, in this case database of 
optimal sizing coefficients is formed corresponding to 200 sites for standard load (L =1K 
Wh/day) and LLP=1%. According to this curve (Fig. 5), we note that the coefficient 
values obtained for the sites located in the north are higher than those obtained in the 
south. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of optimal sizing coefficients used in this study, from 
north to south of Algeria, the northern zones are more sky-covered than those in the 
south. 
3. Adaptive Artificial Neural Network Algorithm 
      The concept of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) analysis was discovered nearly 50 
years ago [27], but it is only the last 20 years that applications software have been 
developed to handle practical problems. The history and theory of neural networks have 
been described in a  large number of published literature and will not be covered in this 
paper except for a very brief overview of how neural network operates. ANNs are good 
for some tasks while lacking in some others. Specially, they are good for tasks involving 
incomplete data sets, fuzzy or incomplete information, and for highly complex and ill-
defined problem, where humans usually decide on an intuitional basis. They can learn 
from examples, and are able to deal with non-linear problems. Furthermore they exhibit 
robustness and fault tolerance. The tasks that ANNs cannot handle effectively are those 
of high accuracy and precision as in logic and arithmetic. ANNs have been applied 
successfully in various fields: mathematics, engineering, medicine, economics, neurology 
and many others. Some of the most important ones are; in pattern, sound and speech 
reorganization, in analyzing of electromyography medical signatures, in the identification 
of military targets and in the identification of explosives in passenger suitcases. They 
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have also been used in weather forecasting and market trends, in the prediction of 
mineral exploration sites, in electrical and thermal load prediction, in adaptive and 
robotic and many others. Neural networks are used for process control because they can 
build predictive models of the process from multi-dimensional data collected from 
sensors. ANN models may be used as an alternative method in engineering analysis and 
prediction. They operate like a black box model, requiring no detailed information about 
the system. Instead, they learn the relationship between the input parameters and the 
controlled and uncontrolled variables by studying previously recorded data. ANN can be 
compared to a multiple regression analysis except that with ANN no assumptions need to 
be made about the system to be modeled. Neural networks usually perform successfully 
where other methods do not, and have been applied in solving a wide variety problems, 
including non-linear problems that are not well suited to classical methods of analysis. 
Another advantage is their ability to handle large and complex systems with many 
interrelated parameters. Although several network architectures and training algorithms 
are available [28], the Multi-Layer feed-forward neural network trained by the Back-
Propagation (BP) method is so far one of the most popular. Each type of ANN exhibits 
its own architecture and learning algorithm. The ANN computation can be divided into 
two phases: learning phase and testing phase. The learning phase forms an iterative 
updating of the synoptic weights based upon the error BP algorithm. A schematic 
diagram of typical multi-layer feed-forward neural network architecture is shown in Fig. 
6. The network usually deals with an input and some hidden and output layers. In its 
simple form, each single neuron is connected to other neurons of a previous layer through 
adaptable synaptic weights. The number of input and output parameters and the number 
of cases influence the geometry of the network. 
     A radial basis function network becomes very popular due to several important 
advantages over traditional Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) [29, 30, 31, 32]: 
a) Locality of radial basis function features extraction in hidden neurons that allows the 
use of clustering algorithms and independent tuning of RBF network parameters. 
b) Sufficiency of one layer of non-linear elements for establishing arbitrary input-output 
mapping. 
c) Solution of clustering problem can be performed independently from the weight in 
output layers. 
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d) RBF network output in scarcely trained areas of input space is not random, but 
depends on the density of the pairs in training data set. 
     These proprieties lead to potentially quicker learning in comparison to multi-layer 
perceptrons trained by Back-Propagation (BP). To some extent, RBF networks allow us 
to actualize a classical idea about training layer by layer. Before beginning a tracking 
operation using an adaptive neural network model (RBF-IIR), the unknown non-linear 
plan must be estimated according to the certain model. In this particular estimation 
process, the model consists of an adaptive neural network topology; the Radial Basis 
function embedded in the hidden unites. In cascade with the network is a local IIR block 
structure as shown in Fig. 9. The IIR synopsis network is used to create a double local 
network architecture that provides a computationally efficient method of training the 
system, and accordingly results in quick learning, and fast convergence [30]. The 
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where M and ai are the number of feed-forward delays and coefficient of the IIR filter, 
respectively,  Nf and bj are respectively the number of feedback and delays and recursive 
filter coefficients, respectively. The parameters u and v are the input and the co-input to 
the model at the example k, respectively. The input v (k) is usually kept small for the feed 
back stability purpose, b is the bias value. The RBF network (Fig. 8) has the same 
structure as the MLP having only one hidden layer, the RBF is applied to the hidden 
layer [28,32, 33] it is chosen as being Gaussian defined by its average m and its σ² 
variance, the output layer can be linear or non-linear function.  The determination of the 
network parameters has the same procedure as the MLP; it is also a universal 
approximator. Therefore, a vector u having i components uj formed the input layer of the 
RBF, then a hidden layer contained h neurons and output layer; the expression of the 
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where mij is the vector average of the hidden neurons i, σi² is the variance from the 
hidden neuron i and wi, is the synaptic weights.  Determination of the parameters mij, σi, 
and wi is done by using the BP algorithm.   The neural network parameters wi, mi,j, σi , ai 
and bi can be optimized in the LMS sense by minimizing the energy function E over the 
example. Thus: )(ˆ)()( kykyke −= .  
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∂−=∆ . Thus each 
coefficient vector w, m, σ, a and b of the network is updated in accordance with the rule: 
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where the subscripted µ values are fixed learning rate parameters. 
4. Developed model 
     A total of 200 patterns has been calculated for optimal sizing coefficient (KPV, KB) as 
described above. From this set 180 patterns were used for the training (learning phase) of 
the network and 20 were used for testing (testing phase) of the model, these patterns have 
been randomly selected. The architecture that gave the best result, has two neurons in the 
input layer and two neurons in the output layer (Fig. 8). However, the number of neurons 
in the hidden layer must be adjusted during the learning phase, in order to train the 
network in an efficient manner.  A developed model can generate the optimal sizing 
coefficients from only the geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude). These 
coefficients allow us to determine the PV-array area (APV) and the useful accumulator 
capacity (CU) using the following equations: 
APV =KPV . L and CU =KB . L                                              (26) 
These equations have been obtained from equation (2). 
The diagram block of a developed model is represented in Fig. 9. Note that the 
input/output data are the altitude, the longitude, optimal PV Capacity (KPV) and optimal 
storage capacity (KB) corresponding respectively to u1(k), u2(k),  y1(k) and y2(k). 
5. Simulation results and application 
    Once a satisfactory degree of input-output mapping has been reached, the RBF-IIR 
network training is frozen and the set of completely is an unknown testing optimal sizing 
coefficient that was applied for validation. After the simulation of many different 
structures, we found that the best performance is obtained with one hidden layer with 8 
neurons. Table 3 displays the confrontation of the statistical features (mean, variance and 
correlation coefficient) between the measured coefficients and those estimated by our 
model, it is found that there is no significant difference between the estimated and the 
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measured coefficient from a statistical point of view. The correlation coefficient obtained 
for the testing data set is 97.9% for KPV and 98.9% for KB. In this respect, the closest to 
unity for values are the best estimation accuracy. 
Table 4 shows an example of the results obtained after several simulation 
comparisons in terms of performance among different neural network structures. The 
performance of the model rises significantly as the number of hidden neurons is 
increased until 8 neurons. At this point, adding more hidden neurons to the networks 
results in a slight improvement in performance. The RBF-IIR model presents good 
results and takes less iteration compared to other neural network structures. Fig. 10 
shows clearly that there is almost a complete agreement between the measured and 
estimated coefficients obtained by our model RBF-IIR, by contribution with the other 
neural networks. 
In order to illustrate the importance of this model, we have made an experimental 
validation, for tree SAPV systems installed in different locations (Algiers, Tahifet and 
Ghardaia) in Algeria. Table 5 presents obtained optimal coefficient between classical and 
neural network models and Table 6 shows the experimental validation between the 
classical model and the new model.  It is noticed that the numerical model has an 
accuracy value compared to the analytical model which has the simple advantage with to 
be applied, but the analytical-numerical model presents the more precise results 
compared to those obtained by the other models. These models require the availability of 
several parameters for which is applicable, on the other hand the model based on B-
spline function gives results close to those obtained by the numerical model, since 
calculations of the optimal sizing coefficients  were made containing this model.  With 
regard to the model based on the neural networks (MLP, RBF and RBF-IIR) it shows an 
acceptable result and in particular the RBF-IIR model which gives closer results to 
reality. Although the database has been calculated while itself basing on the numerical 
model, the advantage of this model makes it possible to generate the PV array area and 
the useful accumulator capacity for battery for any site in Algeria and requires a 
minimum of data as an input of the model. 
In this section, we presented an application of this model in order to illustrate how we 
can use it for determining the PV array area and their useful capacity. Firstly, we 
introduced the geographical coordinates for a given site (Latitude, Longitude) as an input 
of the model.  Then, from the model we obtained the KPV, and KB, for a standard 
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consumption (1 KWh/day). Equation 26 allows us to calculate the APV and the CU. The 
number of solar modules and batteries are selected according to the unit dimension of the 
module and the storage capacity of the battery. Table 7 shows the results obtained for 
some sites from the north towards the south of Algeria, for sites not appearing in the 
database (isolated sites); the results have been obtained using a standard load.   
 For a load different of 1KWh/day we used equation 26, in order to determine the PV 
array area and the capacity of the batteries corresponding to a given consumption (APV 
=KPV L/1000 and CU =KB L /1000).  However, a graphic abacus for the sizing of SAPV 
system has been developed  (Fig. 10) corresponding to 10 isolated sites, from this graphic 
abacus, the users of PV systems can determine the PV array area and the useful 
accumulator capacity of the battery.   
6. Conclusion 
     This article describes how it possible to model and estimate optimal sizing 
coefficients of SAPV system from a minimum of input data using the RBF-IIR model, 
once trained, the model estimates these coefficients faster. The validation of the model 
was performed with an unknown sizing coefficient, which the network has not seen 
before; the ability of the network to make acceptable estimations even in an unusual day 
is an advantage of the present method. The estimation with a correlation coefficient of 98 
% was obtained. This accuracy is good within the acceptable level used by design 
engineers. 
Classical models of sizing PV systems like empirical, analytical, numerical and 
analytical-numerical allow the estimation of the sizing of PV system but require the 
availability of several parameters such as the daily global irradiation data, geographical 
coordinates (altitude, longitude), the load, the characteristics of stand alone PV system, 
the inclination of the panels and besides take very much computing time for the 
estimation of the optimal coefficients.  On the other hand, the model that we developed 
allows the estimation of the PV-array area and the storage capacity from a minimum 
input data (altitude, longitude) based on the optimal sizing coefficients and does not take 
very much time simulation. Note that the advantage of this model provides an estimation 
of the PV-array area and the storage capacity for any site in Algeria particularly in 
isolated areas, where the global solar radiation data is not always available.  Also, this 
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model gave as good results compared to those given by classical models and other neural 
network architecture [18, 19]. 
The results have been obtained for Algerian sites, but the methodology can be applied 
to any geographical area in the world. Future work will include the investigation of the 
suitability of the Neuro-Fuzzy model for the sizing of photovoltaic systems in the world. 
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KPV 1.076 1.051 0.270 97.9 
KB 1.135 2.112 0.226 98.9 
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  Classical model Neural network model 




MLP  RBF  MLP-IIR RBF-IIR
 APV  
Er (%) 
  1.9160        0.8471      1.7200      2.8383             2.6694    1.4199       1.7915     1.0918 
 CU   
Er(%) 
   7.8749        3.6986      2 .3541    7.4884            7.3345      3.7703       3.8062     3.6628 
 Site (Tahifet)  
  Classical model Neural network model 
  Analytic Numeric Hybrid Spline 
function 
MLP  RBF  MLP-IIR RBF-IIR
 APV   
Er (%) 
 4.3333      3.9333      3.1333          4.3333         4.1333       4.2667      4.0667    4.0000 
 CU  
Er(%) 
   7.7586      2.5791       0.4592         3.9192        3.7960        3.5503      3.3058    2.8202 
 
 Site (Ghardaia)  
  Classical model Neural network model 
 Analytic Numeric Hybrid Spline 
function 
MLP  RBF  MLP-IIR RBF-IIR
 APV 
 Er (%) 
   5.6524     2.3018         2.1450        5.3186        2.7749      2.6694      2.8278      2.5115 
 CU  
Er(%) 
    4.5151      1.5435        0.8878       2.3751        2.2077       2.0408     1.6260       1.2966 
 













KPV PV-array Area 
APV  (m²) 
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Fig.10. Comparison between measured and estimated data, (a) classical 
models, (b) neural network models 
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Fig.11 Graphic abacus for sizing of SAPV system (L=1K Wh/Day, 10KWh/day) 
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